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Transcending Fear: - Brian Germain 2013-11-14
The product of a lifetime of research and reflection, Transcending Fear is
Brian Germain's most important work. The book addresses the most
significant challenge of human kind to date: the process of recognizing
and moving beyond fear. In an age in which fear has literally brought our
world to the brink of destruction, understanding why we contract in fear
and how we can go beyond this instinctive reaction is essential for our
survival as a species.As a World Champion skydiver, test pilot and
psychologist, Brian Germain offers a unique personalized perspective on
the phenomenon of fear. Reflecting on his many intense experiences with
fear, Brian sorts through the most current psychology research on fear,
and presents the ways to de-escalate the emotional response in
provocative situations.The fundamental premise of the book is simple:
Fear makes us stupid. If we are to transcend the limitations imposed by a
contracted perspective, we must develop our ability to remain calm.
Specific methods for relaxing in dangerous situations are covered in
detail, as well as scientific evidence to support the reasons for this
unusual and powerful approach to dealing with fear.
Simple Wisdom - Vaḥīduddīn K̲h̲ān̲ 2005
Explosive Growth - Cliff Lerner 2017-11-07
#1 Best-Seller in 5 Startup & Entrepreneurship Categories *Named Top
5 Business Growth Book by Entrepreneur Magazine This compelling and
inspiring narrative gives entrepreneurs a rare behind-the-scenes look
inside a fast-growing startup that created the first online dating app and
grew to 100 million users. Explosive Growth combines lively and often
hilarious storytelling, revealing genius growth tactics, numerous casestudies, and its step-by-step playbook to help your startup grow
massively. Due to its raw storytelling style, practical lessons, compelling
content, and fast-paced read, Explosive Growth is a one-of-a-kind
business book that transcends the narrow entrepreneurial audience to
also appeal to readers and business students looking to learn about
startup life and entrepreneurship. It holds nothing back while detailing
the highest highs and lowest lows of what it's really like to run a startup.
Cliff Lerner's online dating startup, Snap Interactive, was running out of
money when he bet the company's fortunes on a then-unknown platform
called Facebook. The app suddenly began to acquire 100,000 new users
daily for free, and soon after the stock price skyrocketed 2,000 percent,
setting off an extraordinary chain of events filled with sudden success
and painful lessons. You will learn how to: * IGNITE EXPLOSIVE
GROWTH by creating a remarkable product * Identify the ONLY 3
METRICS THAT MATTER * Explore valuable VIRAL GROWTH strategies
to grow rapidly * Execute the GENIUS MEDIA HACKS that helped us
acquire 100 million users * Create a thriving culture of PASSIONATE
EMPLOYEES and CONSTANT INNOVATION PRAISE: "A must read for
founders and CEOs who want to achieve rapid growth while also building
a great product and company." -Payal Kadakia, Founder & Executive
Chairman of ClassPass "Explosive Growth is without question one of the
most useful and entertaining business books I have ever read. Cliff gives
you a roadmap to massively grow your startup with specific tactical
lessons made memorable through engaging stories. This book is a mustread." -David Perry, Digital Sales & Business Development Expert at
Google, Adobe, Amazon, Startup Advisor "Want to know how to grow
your startup to 100 million users? Then this is the book for you.
Explosive Growth gives step-by-step instructions, case studies and
proven tactics on how to explode your growth." -Entrepreneur Magazine
by Syed Balkhi "Lessons for startups and CEOs on growth hacking,
marketing, and innovation from one of the smartest founders I know." Andrew Weinreich, Inventor of Social Networking
Superconductors - Derek Loudermilk 2018-07-03
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The steady career path is a thing of the past: disruption is here to stay.
You need to be able to keep learning, growing and reinventing yourself
to stay valuable in the midst of this change. Those who succeed in this
new world will be the ones who have skills that are always in demand
and cannot be replaced. Creativity, charisma, confidence, constant
learning, storytelling, adaptability and tribe building are the keys to
having a thriving professional life and turning ideas into reality.
Superconductors is your treasure trove of exclusive interviews and
hands-on self-development exercises to inspire you and push you into
action. Derek Loudermilk brings together some of the best minds to
coach you on every skill, including entrepreneurs, podcasters, venture
capitalist experts, human behaviour hackers, journalists and digital
storytellers. Michael Margolis, Vanessa Van Edwards, Derek Muller,
Jason Zook, Linda Rottenburg are just some of the people giving you
original insights and advice to help you form your own path. If you're
ambitious and you want to carve your place in this chaotic, but exciting,
new world of work then you need to be a superconductor: you need to
have the creative energy, the ability to build great networks and the
charisma to make big things happen. Whether you want to live as a
digital nomad, an entrepreneur or be a formidable force in your chosen
industry, Superconductors gives you the unique insight and hands-on
tools to be the best you can be.
Think Like a Rocket Scientist - Ozan Varol 2020-04-14
* One of Inc.com's "6 Books You Need to Read in 2020 (According to Bill
Gates, Satya Nadella, and Adam Grant)"* Adam Grant's # 1 pick of his
top 20 books of 2020* One of 6 Groundbreaking Books of Spring 2020
(according to Malcolm Gladwell, Susan Cain, Dan Pink, and Adam Grant).
A former rocket scientist reveals the habits, ideas, and strategies that
will empower you to turn the seemingly impossible into the possible.
Rocket science is often celebrated as the ultimate triumph of technology.
But it's not. Rather, it's the apex of a certain thought process -- a way to
imagine the unimaginable and solve the unsolvable. It's the same thought
process that enabled Neil Armstrong to take his giant leap for mankind,
that allows spacecraft to travel millions of miles through outer space and
land on a precise spot, and that brings us closer to colonizing other
planets. Fortunately, you don't have to be a rocket scientist to think like
one. In this accessible and practical book, Ozan Varol reveals nine simple
strategies from rocket science that you can use to make your own giant
leaps in work and life -- whether it's landing your dream job, accelerating
your business, learning a new skill, or creating the next breakthrough
product. Today, thinking like a rocket scientist is a necessity. We all
encounter complex and unfamiliar problems in our lives. Those who can
tackle these problems -- without clear guidelines and with the clock
ticking -- enjoy an extraordinary advantage. Think Like a Rocket Scientist
will inspire you to take your own moonshot and enable you to achieve
liftoff.
Without Their Permission - Alexis Ohanian 2013-10-01
A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER As Alexis Ohanian learned
when he helped to co-found the immensely popular reddit.com, the
internet is the most powerful and democratic tool for disseminating
information in human history. And when that power is harnessed to
create new communities, technologies, businesses or charities, the
results can be absolutely stunning. In this book, Alexis will share his
ideas, tips and even his own doodles about harnessing the power of the
web for good, and along the way, he will share his philosophy with young
entrepreneurs all over the globe. At 29, Ohanian has come to personify
the dorm-room tech entrepreneur, changing the world without asking
permission. Within a couple of years of graduating from the University of
Virginia, Ohanian did just that, selling reddit for millions of dollars. He's
gone on to start many other companies, like hipmunk and breadpig, all
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while representing Y Combinator and investing in over sixty other tech
startups. WITHOUT THEIR PERMISSION is his personal guidebook as to
how other aspiring entrepreneurs can follow in his footsteps.
Healing Is Voltage - Jerry Tennant 2010
"This book tells how to measure the voltages of each organ, how to insert
new electrons and how to figure out why voltage dropped in the first
place."--p.[4] of cover.
A Minute to Think - Juliet Funt 2021-08-03
“You’re going to want to share copies of this book with your overbooked
friends and colleagues, but before you do, take some time to read it
yourself. Funt’s wisdom around making space is priceless.” —Seth Godin,
author of The Practice Do you wish you could stop the mayhem of work
and life and just take a minute? Do you sense you could contribute more
if there were a little more room in the day? Does busyness deprive you
and your burnt-out team of the oxygen your talents need to catch fire?
Many have felt that way, yet taking a pause has seemed impossible—until
now. In A Minute to Think, Juliet Funt, a globally recognized warrior in
the battle against busyness, provides a powerful guide that will give you
the permission, framework, and specific direction you need to do the
following: Regain control of your overloaded, caffeinated, inboxworshiping workday Liberate yourself and your teams from burnout and
busywork Reclaim creativity and focus despite the chaos around you
Bring thoughtfulness into designing your next work norms Tame the
beast of email and escape the mire of meetings Find your precious
minute to think You’re not alone in your yearning for freedom from
constant reactivity. The global workforce today is so fried that it belongs
in the food court of a county fair. We’re relentlessly behind the curve,
dousing fires everywhere, and our 3 a.m. insomnia provides the only
unscheduled thinking time of the day. What we need reinserted in our
lives is the missing element of white space—short periods of open,
unscheduled time that, when recaptured, change the very nature of
work. White space is the stepping back, the strategic pause, the oxygen
that allows the sparks of our efforts to catch fire. White space has the
power to radically—and simply—reinvent the way we approach work in
this maxed-out, post-COVID 21st-century world. With Juliet’s memorable
stories, easy-to-use tools, and razor-sharp instruction, she carves for us
an escape route from the overwhelming amount of low-value tasks and
the daily avalanche of e-mails, meetings, decks, and reports. Using
research, client stories, and a relatable voice, Juliet shows all of us how
to reclaim time for thinking and make room for what truly matters.
Whether you are an individual trying to build a more sane and humane
flow of daily work, a team that wants new levels of efficiency and
effectiveness, or an entire organization changing your culture toward
thoughtfulness, this book will lead you there.
Virtual Freedom - Chris C. Ducker 2014-04-01
Entrepreneurs often suffer from "superhero syndrome"—the
misconception that to be successful, they must do everything themselves.
Not only are they the boss, but also the salesperson, HR manager,
copywriter, operations manager, online marketing guru, and so much
more. It's no wonder why so many people give up the dream of starting a
business—it's just too much for one person to handle. But outsourcing
expert and "Virtual CEO," Chris Ducker knows how you can get the help
you need with resources you can afford. Small business owners,
consultants, and online entrepreneurs don't have to go it alone when
they discover the power of building teams of virtual employees to help
run, support, and grow their businesses. Virtual Freedom: How to Work
with Virtual Staff to Buy More Time, Become More Productive, and Build
Your Dream Business is the step-by-step guide every entrepreneur needs
to build his or her business with the asset of working with virtual
employees. Focusing on business growth, Ducker explains every detail
you need to grasp, from figuring out which jobs you should outsource to
finding, hiring, training, motivating, and managing virtual assistants.
With additional tactics and online resources, Virtual Freedom is the
ultimate resource of the knowledge and tools necessary for building your
dream business with the help of virtual staff.
Crisis in the Red Zone - Richard Preston 2020-04-03
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An urgent wake-up call about the
future of emerging viruses and a gripping account of the doctors and
scientists fighting to protect us, told through the story of the deadly
2013–2014 Ebola epidemic “Crisis in the Red Zone reads like a thriller.
That the story it tells is all true makes it all more terrifying.”—Elizabeth
Kolbert, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Sixth Extinction From the
#1 bestselling author of The Hot Zone, now a National Geographic
original miniseries . . . This time, Ebola started with a two-year-old child
who likely had contact with a wild creature and whose entire family
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quickly fell ill and died. The ensuing global drama activated health
professionals in North America, Europe, and Africa in a desperate race
against time to contain the viral wildfire. By the end—as the virus
mutated into its deadliest form, and spread farther and faster than ever
before—30,000 people would be infected, and the dead would be spread
across eight countries on three continents. In this taut and suspenseful
medical drama, Richard Preston deeply chronicles the pandemic, in
which we saw for the first time the specter of Ebola jumping continents,
crossing the Atlantic, and infecting people in America. Rich in characters
and conflict—physical, emotional, and ethical—Crisis in the Red Zone is
an immersion in one of the great public health calamities of our time.
Preston writes of doctors and nurses in the field putting their own lives
on the line, of government bureaucrats and NGO administrators moving,
often fitfully, to try to contain the outbreak, and of pharmaceutical
companies racing to develop drugs to combat the virus. He also explores
the charged ethical dilemma over who should and did receive the rare
doses of an experimental treatment when they became available at the
peak of the disaster. Crisis in the Red Zone makes clear that the
outbreak of 2013–2014 is a harbinger of further, more severe outbreaks,
and of emerging viruses heretofore unimagined—in any country, on any
continent. In our ever more interconnected world, with roads and towns
cut deep into the jungles of equatorial Africa, viruses both familiar and
undiscovered are being unleashed into more densely populated areas
than ever before. The more we discover about the virosphere, the more
we realize its deadly potential. Crisis in the Red Zone is an exquisitely
timely book, a stark warning of viral outbreaks to come.
Rework - Jason Fried 2010-03-09
Rework shows you a better, faster, easier way to succeed in business.
Most business books give you the same old advice: Write a business plan,
study the competition, seek investors, yadda yadda. If you're looking for
a book like that, put this one back on the shelf. Read it and you'll know
why plans are actually harmful, why you don't need outside investors,
and why you're better off ignoring the competition. The truth is, you
need less than you think. You don't need to be a workaholic. You don't
need to staff up. You don't need to waste time on paperwork or meetings.
You don't even need an office. Those are all just excuses. What you really
need to do is stop talking and start working. This book shows you the
way. You'll learn how to be more productive, how to get exposure
without breaking the bank, and tons more counterintuitive ideas that will
inspire and provoke you. With its straightforward language and easy-isbetter approach, Rework is the perfect playbook for anyone who’s ever
dreamed of doing it on their own. Hardcore entrepreneurs, smallbusiness owners, people stuck in day jobs they hate, victims of
"downsizing," and artists who don’t want to starve anymore will all find
valuable guidance in these pages.
The Category Design Toolkit - Category Pirates 2021-12-15
Fail Better - Anjali Sastry 2014-10-14
If you’re aiming to innovate, failure along the way is a given. But can you
fail better? Whether you’re rolling out a new product from a city-view
office or rolling up your sleeves to deliver a social service in the field,
learning why and how to embrace failure can help you do better, faster.
Smart leaders, entrepreneurs, and change agents design their innovation
projects with a key idea in mind: ensure that every failure is maximally
useful. In Fail Better, Anjali Sastry and Kara Penn show how to create
the conditions, culture, and habits to systematically, ruthlessly, and
quickly figure out what works, in three steps: 1. Launch every innovation
project with the right groundwork 2. Build and refine ideas and products
through iterative action 3. Identify and embed the learning Fail Better
teaches you how to design your efforts to test the boundaries of your
thinking, explore crucial interdependencies, and find the factors that can
shift results from just acceptable to groundbreaking—or even worldchanging. Practical instructions intertwined with compelling real-world
examples show you how to: • Make predictions and map system
relationships ahead of time so you can better assess results • Establish
how much failure you can afford • Prioritize project activities for
disconfirmation and iteration • Learn from every action step by
collecting and examining the right data • Support efficient, productive
habits to link action and reflection • Distill, share, and embed the lessons
from every success and failure You may be a Fortune 500 manager,
scrappy start-up innovator, social impact visionary, or simply leading
your own small project. If you aim to break through without breaking the
bank—or ruining your reputation—this book is for you.
The Click Moment - Frans Johansson 2012-08-30
In the story of every great company and career, there is one defining
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moment when luck and skill collide. This book is about making that
moment happen. According to Frans Johansson’s research, successful
people and organizations show a common theme. A lucky moment occurs
and they take advantage of it to change their fate. Consider how Diane
von Furstenberg saw Julie Nixon Eisenhower on TV wearing a matching
skirt and top, and created the timeless, elegant wrap-dress. That was a
“click moment” of unexpected opportunity. Johansson uses stories from
throughout history to illustrate the specific actions we can take to create
more click moments, place lots of high-potential bets, open ourselves up
to chance encounters, and harness the complex forces of success that
follow.
聰明捷徑 - Shane Snow 2015-08-24
Traditional Chinese edition of SMARTCUTS:How Hackers, Innovators,
and Icons Accelerate Success. "Serial entrepreneur and journalist Shane
Snow delves into the reasons why some people and some organizations
are able to achieve incredible things in implausibly short time frames,
showing how each of us can use these "smartcuts" to rethink convention
and accelerate success." ~ from the back cover.
Letting Go of Your Nonprofit - Jean Butzen 2021-11
Through six vivid, engaging stories of individual leaders of nonprofit
organizations who let go of their power and position in order to further
their organization's mission through a merger, Jean Butzen provides an
innovative, practical roadmap for executive directors, CEOs, and board
member considering this strategy. Why were these leaders willing to risk
their personal status and jobs? How did they handle the stress and
uncertainty of seeing their organization absorbed into a larger one? Each
story contains the history of the leader and why they decided to seek a
merger. Then the chapter walks through the process for completing the
merger and, crucially, the steps each leader took to let go of their
nonprofit and their position. The final chapters go into more detail about
the steps, and summarize the advice from the leaders. Butzen finds that
all the leaders went through a similar six-step process. The result was
always that the merger produced a stronger organization that better
fulfilled its mission. And what happened to the individual leaders who
merged themselves out of their position? They all prospered as well.
Their stories provide both inspiration and practical advice on how to
make a merger successful. But it all starts with the courage to let go.
Make Your Own Waves - Louis Patler 2016-07-01
The metaphors have always been there: Ebbs and flows. Riding high. The
reward of the ocean crest. The risk of the eventual crash. Like the ocean,
the marketplace is constantly changing, causing the buttoned-up
businessperson to oftentimes feel like a sun-burned, sand-encrusted
surfer trying desperately to ride his next barrel. So maybe before taking
your next venture out into the cresting and crashing marketplace ocean,
there are some lessons to learn from the experts: surfers!Like successful
entrepreneurs, big-wave surfers rely on preparation, passion, and
persistence--and they relish a challenge. So it’s no surprise that
countless surfers have pioneered products and launched thriving
businesses, including GoPro Cameras, O’Neill, Reef, and Quiksilver.
Packed with stories of surf innovators, entrepreneurs, and legends, Make
Your Own Waves reveals 10 rules of the water that the successful
entrepreneur must adhere to as well, including:• Learn to swim--the
basics set the stage for everything• Get wet--you can’t succeed if you
stay on the beach• Always look “outside”--watch for what’s coming or
you may miss a better opportunity• Commit, charge, shred--you have to
go all out to be all in• Never turn your back on the ocean--always stay in
touch with the marketplace and the customer• Stay stoked--desire drives
success• And more!Even the best surfers fall, but they learn from their
wipeouts and paddle back out to once again push the edge, knowing that
with big waves come big opportunities. Don’t just sit on the beach. Grab
your board and get in!
SUMMARY - Smartcuts: How Hackers, Innovators, And Icons
Accelerate Success By Shane Snow - Shortcut Edition 2021-05-31
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the
essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this
summary, you will discover principles that will help you achieve success
faster with shortcuts. You will also discover that : the classical ways are
not the fastest or the most innovative; there is no point in putting in
effort for the simple principle of putting in effort: you have to work
intelligently. to innovate, you must always question the paradigms, the
principles that you take for granted, the foundations of the problem that
drive you to undertake ; provided you know how to manage it, criticism
will be very useful; true and solid relationships will always help you move
forward. How is it that young entrepreneurs are experiencing
tremendous success when many industries are standing still? Shane
smartcuts-how-hackers-innovators-and-icons-accelerate-success-ebook-shane-snow

Snow, a young American entrepreneur who has spent a lot of time in
New York's start-up community, explains the nine principles of smart
entrepreneurship. He will explain how to implement these "smartcuts"
(smart shortcuts) in a sustainable way. A strong advocate of a different
way of thinking, he will allow you to see entrepreneurship and the path
to success in a new light. *Buy now the summary of this book for the
modest price of a cup of coffee!
Happy Accidents - David Ahearn 2017-09-06
Stop saying 'no' to opportunity, and start saying 'yes' to possibility Happy
Accidents is your personal guide to transforming your life. As we take on
task after task, responsibility after responsibility, we lose sight of who we
are and why we're doing what we do; we rush through the day
completing a to-do list, but we never really seem to accomplish the
things that are most important. What goals do you have for your life?
What steps have you taken toward them today? Consider this book your
guide to getting back on track to your dreams and help inspire those
around you. It's not about doing more or doing less, it's about making
what you do worthy of the effort. From forging new relationships,
stepping out of your comfort zone, and reframing your work—start
valuing these as empowering choices you get to make toward a
particular goal every day. To preserve our precious time and energy, we
often default to 'no,' yet this only closes the door to our growth, while a
'yes' opens up a world of possibilities. The secret is adding 'yes, and' to
our lives. This seductively simple turn of phrase opens the doors to
better collaboration and positive relationships, and invites self-sustaining
opportunities into our world. 'Yes, and' helps you get from where you
are, as an individual or organization, to where you want to be. No person
or organization is an island, and none of us reaches our goals alone. This
book shows you how to build on the power of open-mindedness, cultivate
supportive relationships, and adopt a win-win mindset to reignite your
purpose and unleash your best. Harness the power of team collaboration,
cooperation, and creativity Reframe 'mistakes' and 'bad ideas' into
'Happy Accidents' that lead to opportunities Communicate more
effectively by learning how to listen actively and build on the pertinent
information Relinquish some degree of control to allow for more growth
and discovery Children have a natural inclination toward curiosity. As we
grow into adults, our curiosity gradually takes a back seat to obligations,
responsibility, and duty—but that spark remains, and can be reignited.
Don't spend your life adrift in a sea of 'could've, would've,
should've'—take back your sense of purpose, positivity, joy, time, and
energy with the power of Happy Accidents.
The Best Damn Web Marketing Checklist, Period! - Stoney DeGeyter
2014-07-31
So you want to build a website, or make your current site better? Where
do you start? The Best Damn Web Marketing Checklist, Period is a
comprehensive web marketing guide that will help any company build or
improve a website so that it not only attracts visitors, but increases sales.
The guide includes 35 checklists for areas such as design considerations,
site architecture, conversion optimization, content writing and social
sharing. The checklists cover all aspects of web marketing, starting with
buying the right domain all the way to building a website, promoting it
and tracking your success.
The Miracle Equation - Hal Elrod 2019-04-16
The bestselling author of The Miracle Morning shares the secret to
unlocking your full potential—all day, every day. “A simple, proven
formula for creating extraordinary results in your life.”—Lewis Howes,
New York Times bestselling author of The School of Greatness Even after
the incredible success of his book The Miracle Morning, Hal Elrod
realized that he still had more to share with the world. What he had
discovered was a timeless but overlooked formula for success. The
world’s top achievers have used it for centuries. He used it to thrive
against seemingly insurmountable odds, from overcoming lifethreatening health challenges to near financial collapse. That formula is
The Miracle Equation, and it couldn’t be any simpler: Unwavering Faith
+ Extraordinary Effort = Miracles By establishing and maintaining
Unwavering Faith that you can achieve anything you desire, and then
putting forth Extraordinary Effort until you do, you’ll create results
beyond what you believe to be possible. In The Miracle Equation, you’ll
learn how to • Replace fear with faith • Move from resistance to
acceptance • Let go of negative emotions • Turn off your stress response
• Overcome your limitations to unlock your limitless potential • Develop
emotional invincibility • Grow from happiness, which is fleeting, to inner
peace, which is lasting And with the Miracle Equation 30-Day Challenge
to guide your way, you’ll create a step-by-step plan to actualize your
miracles and become the person you need to be in order to succeed. No
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goal is out of reach! Praise for The Miracle Equation “The Miracle
Equation isn’t just a book, it’s the formula that I myself have used to
achieve greatness beyond what I ever believed was possible. Hal Elrod
has taken the mystery out of miracles and gives you a simple, proven
formula for creating extraordinary results in your life. Highly
recommended.”—Lewis Howes, New York Times bestselling author of
The School of Greatness "You're only two decisions away from achieving
everything you want. And my friend, Hal Elrod, has simplified these two
decisions into a simple equation for achieving results. Follow it, and your
success is virtually guaranteed. If you want your biggest goals to move
from possible, to probable, to inevitable, you better read The Miracle
Equation."—Mel Robbins, bestselling author of The 5-Second Rule
Smartcuts - Shane Snow 2014-09-09
Entrepreneur and journalist Shane Snow (Wired, Fast Company, The
New Yorker, and cofounder of Contently) analyzes the lives of people and
companies that do incredible things in implausibly short time. How do
some startups go from zero to billions in mere months? How did
Alexander the Great, YouTube tycoon Michelle Phan, and Tonight Show
host Jimmy Fallon climb to the top in less time than it takes most of us to
get a promotion? What do high-growth businesses, world-class heart
surgeons, and underdog marketers do in common to beat the norm? One
way or another, they do it like computer hackers. They employ what
psychologists call "lateral thinking: to rethink convention and break
"rules" that aren't rules. These are not shortcuts, which produce often
dubious short-term gains, but ethical "smartcuts" that eliminate
unnecessary effort and yield sustainable momentum. In Smartcuts, Snow
shatters common wisdom about success, revealing how conventions like
"paying dues" prevent progress, why kids shouldn't learn times tables,
and how, paradoxically, it's easier to build a huge business than a small
one. From SpaceX to The Cuban Revolution, from Ferrari to Skrillex,
Smartcuts is a narrative adventure that busts old myths about success
and shows how innovators and icons do the incredible by working
smarter—and how perhaps the rest of us can, too.
PIMPOLOGY - PIMPIN' KEN 2012-12-11
The pimp has reached nearly mythical status. We are fascinated by the
question of how a guy from the ghetto with no startup capital and no
credit -- nothing but the words out of his mouth -- comes not only to have
a stable of sexy women who consider him "their man," but to drive a
Rolls, sport diamonds, and wear custom suits and alligator shoes from
Italy. His secret is to follow the "unwritten rules of the game" -- a set of
regulations handed down orally from older, wiser macks -- which give
him superhuman powers of charm, psychological manipulation, and
persuasion. In Pimpology,star of the documentaries Pimps Up, Ho's
Downand American Pimp and Annual Players Ball Mack of the Year
winner Ken Ivy pulls a square's coat on the unwritten rules that took him
from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken's lessons will serve
any person in any interaction: Whether at work, in relationships, or
among friends, somebody's got to be on top. To be the one with the
upper hand, you've got to have good game, and good game starts with
knowing the rules. If you want the money, power, and respect you dream
of, you can't just "pimp your ride," you need to pimp your whole life. And
unless you've seen Ray Charles leading Stevie Wonder somewhere, you
need Ken's guidelines to do it. They'll reach out and touch you like AT&T
and bring good things to life like GE. Then you can be the boss with the
hot sauce who gets it all like Monty Hall
Welcome to the Funnel - Jason Miller 2014-12-06
Raising brand awareness, building trust, establishing credibility, and
ultimately driving revenue, that's what the top of the funnel is all about.
It can be a marketer's "Paradise City", but without focus, it can quickly
become overwhelming. The one-two punch of social media and content
marketing is a vital part of any successfully integrated marketing
approach. If you are not pairing these two powerhouses together then
you are simply missing opportunities to grow your business. The tactics
and strategies in this book have come together through a tremendous
amount of research, trial and error, expert input, and real world
applications. From startups to enterprise-what's included here works
across the board and can very quickly make an impact. Just like your
favorite double album, this book is separated into four sides, each one
addressing a different aspect of Content and Social: * Content - Why
marketers need to change their mentality from creating more content, to
more relevant content and three practical ways to create content that
delivers a face-melting return on investment. * Social - Using social to
build awareness, trust and drive high quality leads. * All Together Now What the future holds for content and social and what it means for
marketers. * The Credits - The essential resources you need to stay on
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top of trends in content and social media. No frills, no fluff, just useful,
practical tactics, strategies and lessons from one modern marketer to
another, with a touch or rock n roll flare.
Decoding Greatness - Ron Friedman 2021-06-15
The game-changing approach to success that will transform the way you
master new skills and generate creative ideas. Learn how to work like
top performers and use reverse engineering to unlock your full potential.
‘An eye-opening, fast-paced read that will transform the way you
approach your next project.’ Shawn Achor For generations, we've been
taught there are two ways to succeed - either from talent or through
practice. In Decoding Greatness, award-winning social psychologist Ron
Friedman illuminates a powerful third path - one that has quietly
launched icons in a wide range of fields, from artists, writers, and chefs,
to athletes, inventors and entrepreneurs: reverse engineering. To reverse
engineer is to decode what works for others and learn how to apply those
same methods and strategies to develop your own unique ideas and
projects. Exploring what lies behind the success of top performers – from
Agatha Christie to Andy Warhol, Barack Obama to Serena Williams, and
many more – you will learn from the best. Combined with groundbreaking research on pattern recognition, skill acquisition, motivation,
performance and creativity, this book is a practical guide to achieving
success within any field. Decoding Greatness provides a new way of
thinking and working, and through unforgettable stories and strategies,
you will learn how to improve your skills and spark break-through ideas.
And once you have learned this formula, you can apply it to anything.
Effortless - Greg McKeown 2021-04-27
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A Times (UK) Best Book of the Year •
From the author of the million-copy-selling Essentialism comes an
empowering guide to achieving your goals. It all starts with a simple
principle: Not everything has to be so hard. “In a world beset by burnout,
Greg McKeown’s work is essential.”—Daniel H. Pink, author of When,
Drive, and To Sell Is Human “At a time when fear, uncertainty, and our
ever-growing list of responsibilities have come to feel like much too much
to handle, Effortless couldn’t be timelier, or more necessary.”—Eve
Rodsky, author of Fair Play Do you ever feel like: • You’re teetering right
on the edge of burnout? • You want to make a higher contribution, but
lack the energy? • You’re running faster but not moving closer to your
goals? • Everything is so much harder than it used to be? As high
achievers, we’ve been conditioned to believe that the path to success is
paved with relentless work. That if we want to overachieve, we have to
overexert, overthink, and overdo. That if we aren’t perpetually
exhausted, we’re not doing enough. But lately, working hard is more
exhausting than ever. And the more depleted we get, the more effort it
takes to make progress. Stuck in an endless loop of “Zoom, eat, sleep,
repeat,” we’re often working twice as hard to achieve half as much.
Getting ahead doesn’t have to be as hard as we make it. No matter what
challenges or obstacles we face, there is a better way: instead of pushing
ourselves harder, we can find an easier path. Effortless offers actionable
advice for making the most essential activities the easiest ones, so you
can achieve the results you want, without burning out. Effortless teaches
you how to: • Turn tedious tasks into enjoyable rituals • Prevent
frustration by solving problems before they arise • Set a sustainable pace
instead of powering through • Make one-time choices that eliminate
many future decisions • Simplify your processes by removing
unnecessary steps • Make relationships easier to maintain and manage •
And much more The effortless way isn't the lazy way. It's the smart way.
It may even be the only way. Not every hard thing in life can be made
easy. But we can make it easier to do more of what matters most.
The Rare Find - George Anders 2012-09-25
Anyone who recruits talent faces the same basic challenge, whether we
work for a big company, a new start-up, a Hollywood studio, a hospital,
or the Green Berets. We all wonder how to tell the really outstanding
prospects from the ones who look great on paper but then fail on the job.
Or, equally important, how to spot the ones who don’t look so good on
paper but might still deliver extraordinary performance. In a tough
economy, it’s more important than ever to make every talent decision
count. George Anders sought out the world’s savviest talent judges to see
what they do differently from the rest of us. He reveals how the U.S.
Army finds soldiers with the character to be in Special Forces without
asking them to fire a single bullet. He takes us to an elite basketball
tournament where the best scouts are watching the players who don’t
have the ball. He talks to researchers who are reinventing the process of
hiring Fortune 500 CEOs. Anders reveals powerful ideas you can apply to
your own hiring. And in a new chapter for the paperback, “Becoming a
Rare Find,” he explains how to flip these strategies and make sure your
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talent isn’t missed.
Private Pilot Checkride Preparation and Study Guide - Virgil Royer
2017-01-02
Private Pilot Checkride (Preparation and Study Guide) is a concise
outline of the practical exam under the new ACS. This book outlines the
basic flow of the private pilot checkride, then goes into greater detail
with regard to specific areas students struggle when studying. Easy to
memorize charts and informative pictures and lists are sure to help you
be better prepared for your checkride and ease your anxiety at the same
time. The weather section can also be used as a refresher when decoding
standard weather briefings after you earn your private pilot license.
Accelerate - Nicole Forsgren PhD 2018-03-27
Winner of the Shingo Publication Award Accelerate your organization to
win in the marketplace. How can we apply technology to drive business
value? For years, we've been told that the performance of software
delivery teams doesn't matter―that it can't provide a competitive
advantage to our companies. Through four years of groundbreaking
research to include data collected from the State of DevOps reports
conducted with Puppet, Dr. Nicole Forsgren, Jez Humble, and Gene Kim
set out to find a way to measure software delivery performance―and
what drives it―using rigorous statistical methods. This book presents
both the findings and the science behind that research, making the
information accessible for readers to apply in their own organizations.
Readers will discover how to measure the performance of their teams,
and what capabilities they should invest in to drive higher performance.
This book is ideal for management at every level.
Dream Teams - Shane Snow 2018-06-05
Award-winning entrepreneur and journalist Shane Snow reveals the
counterintuitive reasons why so many partnerships and groups break
down--and why some break through. The best teams are more than the
sum of their parts, but why does collaboration so often fail to fulfill this
promise? In Dream Teams, Snow takes us on an adventure through
history, neuroscience, psychology, and business, exploring what
separates groups that simply get by together from those that get better
together. You'll learn: * How ragtag teams--from soccer clubs to startups
to gangs of pirates--beat the odds throughout history. * Why
DaimlerChrysler flopped while the Wu-Tang Clan succeeded, and the
surprising factor behind most failed mergers, marriages, and
partnerships. * What the Wright Brothers' daily arguments can teach us
about group problem solving. * Pioneering women in law enforcement,
unlikely civil rights collaborators, and underdog armies that did the
incredible together. * The team players behind great social movements in
history, and the science of becoming open-minded. Provocative and
entertaining, Dream Teams is a landmark work that will change the way
we think about people, progress, and collaboration.
The Soft Edge - Rich Karlgaard 2014-04-07
What Does it Take to Get Ahead Now—And Stay There? High
performance has always required shrewd strategy and superb execution.
These factors remain critical, especially given today’s unprecedented
business climate. But Rich Karlgaard—Forbes publisher, entrepreneur,
investor, and board director—takes a surprising turn and argues that
there is now a third element that’s required for competitive advantage. It
fosters innovation, it accelerates strategy and execution, and it cannot be
copied or bought. It is found in a perhaps surprising place—your
company’s values. Karlgaard examined a variety of enduring companies
and found that they have one thing in common; all have leveraged their
deepest values alongside strategy and execution, allowing them to fuel
growth as well as weather hard times. Karlgaard shares these stories and
identifies the five key variables that make up every organization’s “soft
edge”: Trust: Northwestern Mutual has built a $25 million dollar revenue
juggernaut on trust, the foundation of lasting success. Learn how to
create an environment that engenders trust and propels high
performance. Smarts: In most technical fields your formal education
quickly becomes out of date. How do you keep up? Learn how the Mayo
Clinic, Stanford University women’s basketball team, and others stay on
top by relentlessly pursuing an advantage through smarts. Teamwork:
Since collaboration and innovation are a must in the global economy,
effective teamwork is vital. Learn how global giant FedEx stays focused
and how nimble Nest Labs relies on lean teams with cognitive diversity.
Taste: Clever product design and integration are proxies for intelligence
because they make customers feel smart. But taste goes further into
deep emotional engagement. Specialized Bicycles calls it “the elusive
spot between data truth and human truth.” How can you consistently
make products or services that trigger these emotional touch points?
Story: Companies that achieve lasting success have an enduring and
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emotionally appealing story. What’s your company’s story? How do you
tell it your way? Gain the ability to create a powerful narrative in a world
where outsiders often exercise the louder voice.
The Happiness Advantage - Shawn Achor 2018-06-05
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • An engaging, deeply researched guide
to flourishing in a world of increasing stress and negativity—the
inspiration for one of the most popular TED Talks of all time “Powerful
[and] charming . . . A book for just about anyone . . . The philosophies in
this book are easily the best wire frames to build a happy and successful
life.”—Medium Happiness is not the belief that we don’t need to change;
it is the realization that we can. Our most commonly held formula for
success is broken. Conventional wisdom holds that once we succeed,
we’ll be happy; that once we get that great job, win that next promotion,
lose those five pounds, happiness will follow. But the science reveals this
formula to be backward: Happiness fuels success, not the other way
around. Research shows that happy employees are more productive,
more creative, and better problem solvers than their unhappy peers. And
positive people are significantly healthier and less stressed and enjoy
deeper social interaction than the less positive people around them.
Drawing on original research—including one of the largest studies of
happiness ever conducted—and work in boardrooms and classrooms
across forty-two countries, Shawn Achor shows us how to rewire our
brains for positivity and optimism to reap the happiness advantage in our
lives, our careers, and even our health. His strategies include: • The
Tetris Effect: how to retrain our brains to spot patterns of possibility so
we can see and seize opportunities all around us • Social Investment:
how to earn the dividends of a strong social support network • The
Ripple Effect: how to spread positive change within our teams,
companies, and families By turns fascinating, hopeful, and timely, The
Happiness Advantage reveals how small shifts in our mind-set and habits
can produce big gains at work, at home, and elsewhere.
Changing Contours of Work - Stephen Sweet 2015-12-16
Proud sponsor of the 2019 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations
Award—enabling graduate students and early career faculty to attend
the annual ASA pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. In the
Third Edition of Changing Contours of Work: Jobs and Opportunities in
the New Economy, Sweet and Meiksins once again provide a rich
analysis of the American workplace in the larger context of an integrated
global economy. Through engaging vignettes and rich data, this text
frames the development of jobs and employment opportunities in an
international comparative perspective, revealing the historical
transformations of work (the "old economy" and the "new economy") and
identifying the profound effects that these changes have had on lives,
jobs, and life chances. The text examines the many complexities of race,
class, and gender inequalities in the modern-day workplace, and details
the consequences of job insecurity and work schedules mismatched to
family needs. Throughout the text, strategic recommendations are
offered to improve the new economy.
Smartcuts - 2014
Sacred Cows Make the Best Burgers - Robert J. Kriegel 2008-11-15
Sacred cows--outdated and costly business practices such as the reports
that are never read or a slow-down of innovative ideas--exist in every
company. Inspired by insights gained from more than 450 programs
conducted with all types of organizations, the authors of SACRED COWS
MAKE THE BEST BURGERS show how corporations can kill off the
sacred cows that are crippling them.
The Pathfinder - Nicholas Lore 2012-01-03
DO YOU JUMP OUT OF BED EVERY MORNING AND RUSH TO A JOB
YOU LOVE? Or is the work you once enjoyed now just a way to pay the
bills? Perhaps you're even doubting your career choice altogether. Let
The Pathfinder guide you to a more engaging, fulfilling work life. Based
on breakthrough techniques developed by Rockport Institute, an
innovative and award-winning career-counseling network that has
changed the lives of over 10,000 people, The Pathfinder offers invaluable
advice and more than 100 self-tests and diagnostic tools that will help
you choose an entirely new career -- or view a current job from a new,
more positive perspective. You'll learn: * How to design your new career
direction step by step so that it fits your talents, personality, needs,
goals, values, and is, at the same time, practical and attainable * How to
deal successfully with the "yeah but" voices in your head that keep you
going back to the same old ill-fitting job, day after day * How to land the
perfect job in your new field, plus tips on writing a really exceptional
résumé, personal marketing, and networking (even for those who hate to
network) Whether you're a seasoned professional in search of a career
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change or a beginner just entering the working world, you want to make
the right choices from the beginning. No matter where you are in your
journey, if you want work to be more of a dance than a drag, The
Pathfinder will expertly coach you through the process of designing a
career you will love.
The Storytelling Edge - Shane Snow 2018-01-15
"A terrific and timely book that makes a compelling case for
fundamentally rethinking how your business communicates.
Recommended!" —Jay Baer, founder of Convince & Convert and author
of Hug Your Haters "Once upon a time, storytelling was confused with
talking at people. Not anymore. Shane and Joe are your narrators in a
journey that will transform how you talk to other human beings to be
more believable, relevant, compelling and unforgettable." —Brian Solis,
experience architect, digital anthropologist, best-selling author "Shane
Snow and Joe Lazauskas spend the overwhelming majority of their time
thinking, writing, and theorizing about brand storytelling - so you don't
have to. They're smart and they know this topic inside out (and
sideways). Read their book. While I can't guarantee you'll rise to Shane
and Joe's ridiculously obsessive level, you will be infinitely better
prepared to tell your own brand's story. Promise!" —Rebecca Lieb,
Analyst, Author & Advisor "The Contently team understands the power of
story, and how to craft and spread a great narrative, like no other. In an
era where brand, design, and mission are a competitive advantage for
every business, Contently underscores the importance of stories and how
they transform companies and industries." —Scott Belsky, Entrepreneur,
Investor, & Author (Founder of Behance, bestselling author of Making
Ideas Happen) "I can't think of a better way to illustrate the power of
story telling than by telling great stories. This book should be required
reading not just by those with content in their titles, but by anyone in
Marketing AND Sales. Then, when you're done, give it to your CEO to
read... but make sure you get it back, because I guarantee you'll refer to
it more than once." —Shawna Dennis, Senior Marketing Leader
"Neuroscience, algorithms, illustrations, personal anecdotes and good,
old-fashioned empathy: This entertaining and informative tome journeys
to the core of how we communicate and pushes us, as marketers and
humans, to do it better, "speeding the reader through and leaving us
wanting more." —Ann Hynek, VP of global content marketing at Morgan
Stanley Transform your business through the power of storytelling.
Content strategists Joe Lazauskas and Shane Snow offer an insider's
guide to transforming your business—and all the relationships that
matter to it—through the art and science of telling great stories. Smart
businesses today understand the need to use stories to better connect
with the people they care about. But few know how to do it well. In The
Storytelling Edge, the strategy minds behind Contently, the world
renowned content marketing technology company, reveal their secrets
that have helped award-winning brands to build relationships with
millions of advocates and customers. Join as they dive into the
neuroscience of storytelling, the elements of powerful stories, and
methodologies to grow businesses through engaging and accountable
content. With The Storytelling Edge you will discover how leaders and
workers can craft the powerful stories that not only build brands and
engage customers, but also build relationships and make people care—in
work and in life.
Hook Point - Brendan Kane 2020-08-04
Hook Point: How to Stand Out in a 3-Second World, by out of the box
thinker Brendan Kane, breaks down the most effective strategies to
generate new opportunities, innovate and scale your business, and create
a compelling brand--both online and off--so you can thrive in the new
micro-attention world in which we live. A lot of people know who they
are, what they do, and a few even know why they do it--but even when
brands or individuals have clarity in these areas, they often struggle to
grab a potential audience's attention for long enough to get them to
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learn about their attributes. Others have amazing products or services
that fail to achieve great success because they don't know how to talk
about what they do effectively. This is because digital and social media
have reshaped our world into one of micro-attention. There are over sixty
billion messages shared on digital platforms each day, and the average
person is exposed to between four thousand to ten thousand ads a day.
This bombardment of stimuli has changed the way we communicate and
market content both online and off. In fact, research shows that you have
less than three seconds to capture a person's attention. With such a short
window of time, we need to hook audiences quickly, efficiently, and
consistently if we want to successfully fuel brand awareness and growth.
Luckily, Brendan Kane, an out of the box thinker and strategist who's
built platforms for celebrities like Taylor Swift and Rhianna, and worked
with Fortune 500 companies like Paramount, Viacom, and MTV has
mastered the art of standing out. In Hook Point: How to Stand Out in a 3Second World he reveals the power of hook points--a communication tool
that helps marketers package their messages in a succinct, attentiongrabbing way that leads to better opportunities both online and off.
Whether you're promoting a brand, product, or service this book is the
essential guide for making it in our three-second world.
The Formula - Albert-László Barabási 2018-11-06
"This is not just an important but an imperative project: to approach the
problem of randomness and success using the state of the art scientific
arsenal we have. Barabasi is the person."--Nassim Nicholas Taleb, author
of the New York Times bestselling The Black Swan and Distinguished
Professor of Risk Engineering at NYU An international bestseller In the
bestselling tradition of Malcom Gladwell, James Gleick, and Nate Silver,
prominent professor László Barabási gives us a trailblazing book that
promises to transform the very foundations of how our success-obsessed
society approaches their professional careers, life pursuits and long-term
goals. Too often, accomplishment does not equal success. We did the
work but didn't get the promotion; we played hard but weren't
recognized; we had the idea but didn't get the credit. We convince
ourselves that talent combined with a strong work ethic is the key to
getting ahead, but also realize that combination often fails to yield
results, without any deeper understanding as to why. Recognizing this
striking disconnect, the author, along with a team of renowned
researchers and some of the most advanced data-crunching systems on
the planet, dedicated themselves to one goal: uncovering that everelusive link between performance and success. Now, based on years of
academic research, The Formula finally unveils the groundbreaking
discoveries of their pioneering study, not only highlighting the scientific
and mathematic principles that underpin success, but also
revolutionizing our understanding of: Why performance is necessary but
not adequate Why "Experts" are often wrong How to assemble a creative
team primed for success How to most effectively engage our networks
And much more.
Little Bets - Peter Sims 2011-04-19
“An enthusiastic, example-rich argument for innovating in a particular
way—by deliberately experimenting and taking small exploratory steps in
novel directions. Light, bright, and packed with tidy anecdotes” (The
Wall Street Journal). What do Apple CEO Steve Jobs, comedian Chris
Rock, prize-winning architect Frank Gehry, and the story developers at
Pixar films all have in common? Bestselling author Peter Sims found that
rather than start with a big idea or plan a whole project in advance, they
make a methodical series of little bets, learning critical information from
lots of little failures and from small but significant wins. Reporting on a
fascinating range of research, from the psychology of creative blocks to
the influential field of design thinking, Sims offers engaging and
illuminating accounts of breakthrough innovators at work, and a whole
new way of thinking about how to navigate uncertain situations and
unleash our untapped creative powers.
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